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Summary

The tapeworms and their eggs are a risk to humans from dog feces thus the role of human excreta or sewage is generally not of concern. However due to the association with animals, particular dog excreta is an issue regarding hygiene and soil contamination where dogs are infected.

The larval stages (metacestodes) of the helminth cestodes of the genus Echinococcus are the causes of echinococcoses. Until recently, the main two species recognized to cause diseases in humans were respectively E. granulosus, for ‘cystic echinococcosis’ (CE, formerly named ‘hydatidosis’, or ‘hydatid disease’ or ‘hydatid cyst’), and E. multilocularis, for alveolar echinococcosis (AE). The estimated minimum global human burden of human CE averages 285,500 disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) (more than 1 million if underreporting is taken into account), and AE, a rare but more severe disease, results in a median of 666,434 DALYs per year. At the beginning of the 21st century, based on genetic characteristics, E. granulosus sensu lato has been split into several species: E. granulosus sensu stricto (ex-sheep strain), E. felidis, E. equinus (ex-horse strain), E. ortleppi (ex-cattle strain), and E. canadensis (ex-camel, pig and cervid strains). E. oligarthrus and E. vogeli (only present in South America) cause diseases with a clinical presentation similar to that of CE and AE, respectively.

The metacestodes consist of the germinal layer surrounded by the laminated layer. The germinal layer forms ‘buds’, then ‘vesicles’ (cysts), which are filled with a water-like liquid (‘hydatid/cyst/vesicle fluid’). Cysts may be single with little inflammatory reaction (typically for CE) or multiple and aggregated with an impressive granulomatous infiltrate, dense fibrosis, and necrosis of the central part of lesion (typically for AE).

Both CE and AE are tumor-like diseases, most often located in the liver and also lungs for CE; dissemination may occur in any other organ/tissue. Echinococcosis may remain asymptomatic for a long period of time and spontaneous death of the metacestode occurs in many patients. Diagnosis relies on imaging, and incidental finding of an echinococcal lesion, especially in the liver, is not rare. Ultrasound (US) examination is the basis for diagnosis in patients with liver-related signs and symptoms and for mass screening.

For CE, drug treatment includes 3-6 month albendazole for small cysts or, at the opposite of the spectrum, long-term albendazole (> 6 months) for disseminated non-operative CE. However, surgery remains the treatment of choice for most cysts. For AE, albendazole is the basis for care management in all patients, for a minimum of 2 years after radical surgical resection of the liver lesions; it must be administered for life, at least for decades, in all other cases; biliary complications and bacterial superinfection are treated by percutaneous or perendoscopic drainage and stenting.

Infection of humans occurs through ingestion of Echinococcus eggs, excreted in the feces of definitive hosts. E. granulosus sensu lato is usually maintained by the domestic cycle (dog/domestic ungulates) and represents a persistent zoonosis in rural livestock-raising areas where humans cohabit with dogs fed on raw livestock offal in which the cysts are present. A cycle in wild animals allows E. multilocularis to occur in nature. It includes mostly voles of a number of different species and additionally lagomorphs such as pikas in some areas, as intermediate hosts. Foxes, wolves and dogs are definitive hosts, and less commonly other carnivores. Environmental factors play a critical role in E. multilocularis infection in wild animals, resulting in a heterogeneous geographical distribution of the parasite and possibly influencing contamination of water. In many countries, dog and fox urbanization has considerably increased the human population at risk. Various types of association of CE and AE with water sources of the communities have been reported. Studies on the presence of infective eggs in the environment (including soil and plants/fruit/vegetables), using molecular tools, are just at their beginning. There are currently no published data on the presence of Echinococcus spp. eggs in sewage, sludge, surface waters, ground water, drinking water, soil or irrigation water. Echinococcus spp. eggs shed with carnivore feces are destroyed by heat (including water boiling) and desiccation but are very resistant to low temperature (until -70°C) and to all chemicals used for disinfection; they may be released into and are well preserved in water; they may also be dispersed in the soil through spreading of sludge from water treatment plants. Systematic studies on how various modalities of sewage treatment and sanitation may contribute to or conversely avoid human infection are needed.

1.0 Epidemiology of the Disease and Pathogen(s)

1.1 Global Burden of Disease

Echinococcus spp. are cestodes (tapeworms) and the species which cause disease are. E. granulosus, the agent of cystic echinococcosis (CE); E. multilocularis, the agent of alveolar echinococcosis (AE); E. oligarthrus, the agent of a very rare form of CE in South America; and finally E. vogeli, the agent of polycystic echinococcosis (PE).

Dogs and other canine species (foxes) when infected spread the disease to people due to exposure to canine excreta.

1.1.1 Global distribution

1.1.1.1. Cystic echinococcosis (CE)

CE is a parasitic zoonosis reported in all continents with the exception of Antarctica, and very few islands are free from the infection (Eckert et al., 2001d; Eckert and Deplazes, 2004). Figure 1A shows the global distribution of Echinococcus granulosus sensu lato in the world, i.e. presence of one or another species of the cestode irrespective of their pathogenic potential to humans.
Unfortunately, precise data are missing for a number of countries, especially in Africa, Russia and Central Asia; in addition, regarding cases in humans, data provided by governmental authorities or scientific studies rarely make the distinction between 'autochthonous cases', due to the presence of the parasite in the country, and 'imported cases', due to the migration of populations from highly endemic areas to less endemic areas: this is especially the case for Europe. An accurate picture of the situation is thus extremely difficult to obtain. The most comprehensive and exhaustive review of the global distribution of CE in humans and E. granulosus s.l. infection in animals was recently published by Deplazes et al.; all details and maps are available in that review (Deplazes et al., 2017). CE is especially prevalent in regions where sheep and livestock are raised, including especially those where nomadism, transhumance and family slaughtering are common (MacPherson, 2001). The ‘domestic’ (also called ‘synanthropic’) cycle with high zoonotic potential is maintained between the domestic dog and livestock in pastoral communities. The exact identification of endemic areas and quantification of CE burden is difficult due to lack of data and significant underreporting of both human and animal cases. Moreover, hospital records may not reflect accurately the real prevalence of infection, as CE is often asymptomatic and affects communities with limited access to health facilities (Yang et al., 2006). Prevalence and incidence of human infection vary greatly between

Figure 1A. Global distribution of Echinococcus granulosus sensu lato, irrespective of the species and of their pathogenic potential to humans. Detailed information and original maps may be found in the review by Deplazes et al., 2017.
1.1.1.2 Alveolar echinococcosis (AE)

AE is a rare parasitic zoonosis only observed in the northern hemisphere. AE cases in humans are in geographical areas where *E. multilocularis* sylvatic life cycle can occur (Figure 1B)(Eckert et al., 2001c; Vuitton et al., 2015; Vuitton et al., 2003). The current status of the global distribution of AE in the world is also given in details in the review by Deplazes et al. (Deplazes et al., 2017). AE is a rare disease in most endemic regions where the cycle is maintained in the wild life only (<10/100,000 in regions with 70% of foxes infected and in most of the areas in Central Europe under 1 case per 100,000) (Piarroux et al., 2013; Vuitton et al., 2015), due to both the rare encounter of humans with infected fox feces and by their natural resistance as an intermediate host (Vuitton et al., 2003; Vuitton and Gottstein, 2010).

![Figure 1 B. Approximate geographic distribution of Echinococcus multilocularis in the world.](image)

Grey areas: areas where *E. multilocularis* presence has been reported; dark grey areas: known hostpots of human AE (here, hotspots are defined as areas with human AE prevalence more than 10-100 times higher than the regional surroundings, see Said-Ali et al.(Said-Ali et al., 2013); hence, average prevalence greatly varies from one hotspot to the other); white areas: areas where the parasite has not been reported or cannot be present (e.g. dry desert). Hotspots with question marks are presumed by Eckert et al., 2001d, but no update has been available for more than 50 years. After (Combes et al., 2012; Davidson et al., 2012; Eckert et al., 2001d; Giraudoux et al., 2013a; Giraudoux et al., 2013b; Konyaev et al., 2012; Massolo et al., 2014; Vuitton et al., 2015; Vuitton et al., 2003).

It is far more frequent where the cycle involves dogs such as in endemic areas of western China, which is now considered the region with the highest number of human AE (Craig et al., 1992; Ito et al., 2003; Vuitton et al., 2003), up to 100 times higher than that in the endemic areas of Europe. In China, Turkey, and Central Asia, CE and AE coexist in some communities and sometimes in the same patient or in the same definitive host (Wen et al., 2006; Wen et al., 1992; Xiao et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006a; Y. Zhang et al., 2006).
After one and a half century when endemic areas with human AE cases were restricted to Germany, Switzerland, Austria and France, in the last two decades, endemic areas have been recognized in nearly all Europe, with foxes infected with *E. multilocularis* being reported in all the countries, except the UK, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Malta and Finland (Romig, 2009; Vuitton et al., 2015). Baltic States now definitely appear to be major endemic areas for the disease in humans (Gottstein et al., 2015; Marcinkutė et al., 2015). Only 4 EU countries which apply specific regulations to enter a pet are declared free of the disease; these are the UK, Malta, Finland and Ireland. Although no specific investigations have ever been done in Spain and Portugal, no human cases of AE have ever been found in these countries. Mainland Norway seems also to be *E. multilocularis*-free, but the parasite is present in the northern Norwegian Svalbard islands (Knapp et al., 2012). In Japan and Europe, fox urbanization is posing new issues for the prevention of AE (Deplazes et al., 2004). An active parasite cycle has long been recognized in Alaska, together with AE cases in humans (Wilson et al., 1995); infection of wild animals by *E. multilocularis* has been well identified in north-central USA States (Storandt et al., 2002)and more recently in Canada, including in cities where coyotes were found infected by a European-type strain (Catalano et al., 2012; Massolo et al., 2014). Human cases were extremely rare until recently when AE cases were found in a primate in a zoo of British Columbia, Canada (Christiansen et al., 2015), and in humans in Alberta, Canada, of them one case in an immunosuppressed patient (Massolo et al., 2014) (Massolo, personal communication).

1.1.2 Symptomatology

1.1.2.1. Cystic echinococcosis (CE)

CE presents usually as a cyst in the liver or in the lung, which may remain clinically silent for a long time (several months to several years) and is often discovered incidentally during routine abdominal ultrasound (US) examination or chest X-ray. All other anatomical locations are possible but rarer, as shown in a large collection of cases in Australia where the most frequent locations of 1,802 cysts were liver (63%), lung (25%), muscles, (5%), bones (3%), kidney (2%); spleen, brain (1%), and heart, breast, prostate, parotid and pancreas (< 1%) (Pawlowski et al., 2001; Torgerson et al., 2011). Similar figures are given from more recent series of cases. Clinical symptoms are usually absent until the cyst has reached 10 cm in diameter; a cyst is rarely palpable until it has reached 15-20 cm. Systematic mass screening using US examination of the liver may find asymptomatic cysts; this mode of CE diagnosis is more and more frequently used in countries where governmental actions are undertaken, such as China, as well as Argentina, Uruguay, or Peru in South America. Such mass screening campaigns, also launched by non-governmental organizations or research teams, have shown that liver cysts had a very slow and limited growth: in more than half of the cysts there were no modifications in cyst size during the 10-12-year period of observation, in one third, growth was slight (<3 cm) and in only one case, (7%) the cyst grew by 4 cm. Mean cyst growth in cases with a prolonged follow-up was 0.7 cm (Frider et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2006).

The WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis (IWGE) has promoted a unified classification (Figure 2), which is currently used as a standard to compare data from mass screenings and results of therapeutic interventions (WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis, 2003). When the cysts become symptomatic, the most common signs and symptoms at presentation are right upper quadrant discomfort; urticaria; episodes of itching; and/or right upper quadrant palpable mass. Physical examination of the liver may be normal or may disclose an enlarged and regular liver. If the cyst is located in the anterior liver, a round, painless tumour can be palpated. A complication is most often at the origin of liver CE diagnosis. Signs and symptoms of complications are mainly jaundice by compression of or rupture into the bile ducts. Compression of portal or hepatic veins or of inferior vena cava is uncommon.
Allergic reactions such as anaphylactic shock, eosinophilia, urticaria, and/or acute abdominal pain may be observed in case of cyst rupture in the peritoneal cavity, spontaneous or provoked by any abdominal trauma (especially during sport practice). Depending on the series/country/setting, at diagnosis, 30 to 40 per cent of hepatic cysts diagnosed in hospital settings have ruptured or become infected (Pawlowski et al., 2001). In a recent study in India, 26% of liver cysts were either ruptured or infected when referred to surgeons (Malik et al., 2010). Cysts located near the diaphragm can erode it and extend into the pleural and pericardial cavities, the lung, or rupture into the bronchi. Cysts close to the peritoneal cavity may rupture into the peritoneum or into the duodenum, stomach, colon, or right renal pelvis. These ruptures may lead to extra-hepatic CE by the dissemination of *E. granulosus* germinal layer fragments and of protoscoleces. They also favour the development of 'daughter cysts' in or out the initial cyst. More commonly, the rupture of cyst occurs into bile ducts, and is revealed by jaundice, cholangitis, or biliary pain. Some ruptures into bile ducts may be clinically silent, and are thus only disclosed during an operation. Among lung cysts referred to surgeons, complicated cysts are also frequent, including lung abscess, pleuritis, pneumonitis and fibrosis (Ghoshal et al., 2012).

Cough, hiccups, and chest pain are the main symptoms of lung cysts when they are not diagnosed by chance on a chest X-ray. Cyst rupture is also a frequent opportunity for diagnosing lung cysts: rupture in the bronchi may be followed by elimination of cyst fluid and materials (membranes, protoscoleces) by cough (Ghoshal et al., 2012).

1.1.2.2 Alveolar echinococcosis (AE)

AE presents as a pseudo-tumor, located in the liver in more than 95% of cases in humans. In endemic areas of China, Russia or Central Asia, except in those regions where a systematic mass screening of the population is implemented, AE is frequently recognized at an advanced stage and misdiagnosed as liver cancer or cirrhosis (Ayifuhan et al., 2012). Jaundice is the most frequent presenting symptom, in half of cases. It is either progressive jaundice related to hilum involvement, associated with pruritus, or intermittent jaundice with pain and fever related to bacterial infection of the obstructed bile ducts (Figure 3). Hepatomegaly, generally massive, is also a possible revealing symptom in a quarter of cases. This was also the situation before the 1980s in the European endemic area (Bresson-Hadni et al., 2000; Kern et al., 2003).
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Figure 3. Typical images of alveolar echinococcosis (AE) of the liver.

A. Computed Tomography (CT) image of an advanced case of AE. The central ‘pseudo-cystic’ hypodense area (contour indicated by 3 full arrows) is not a cyst as it may be observed in CE but corresponds to a necrotic cavity inside the AE lesion. Typical hyperdense calcifications may be seen at the border of the lesion (empty arrow).

B. AE lesion in the right lobe of the liver of the same patient: different components of the lesion may be shown by different imaging exams. B. CT image which shows the calcifications both grouped and scattered inside the lesion (black arrows). C. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) T2 weighted image which shows the microcysts arranged in a "honeycomb" of "bunch of grapes" manner, characteristic of an AE lesion. D. Positron Emission Tomography (PET, combined with CT scanning): positive 18F-fluorodeoxy-glucose (FDG) uptake by the active immune response of the host at the periphery of the lesion (white arrow). The development of calcifications (best shown by CT scanning) coexists with the presence of micro-cysts (best shown on MRI T2 weighted images) and positive PET (best shown on images taken 3 hours after FDG injection) which both demonstrate the viability of the metacestode in the liver lesion.

Images provided by Eric Delabrousse and Amel Azizi, department of radiology; WHO-Collaborating Centre on Prevention and Treatment of Human Echinococcosis, University Hospital, Besançon, France.

During the past 30 years in Europe and Japan, changes in the revealing symptoms have occurred, because of disclosure of less severe and asymptomatic cases, mostly due to the wide use of US exams for a variety of symptoms/diseases. Less than 25% of cases are revealed by jaundice; and hepatomegaly is observed in only 15% of the cases. Discomfort in the right upper quadrant is a revealing symptom in about 30% of cases. The contrast between a hepatomegaly mimicking a liver carcinoma or advanced cirrhosis and a good clinical status raises the suspicion of AE in endemic areas.

Erratic clinical signs and symptoms generally due to metastases or extra-hepatic location of the parasite may also be observed at presentation (Bresson-Hadni et al., 2007; Piarroux et al., 2011). The WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis (IWGE) has promoted a unified staging of AE, the PNM system designed on the model of the TNM classification of cancers, which helps clinicians to choose the appropriate treatment and the clinical teams to evaluate their results comparatively (Kern et al., 2006) (Table 1). Cases are more frequently asymptomatic when they are disclosed in immune suppressed patients. This may occur when organ location/dissemination of cancer, lymphoma or leukemia is looked for during patient’s follow-up, or when pre-treatment evaluation is performed for systemic inflammatory/autoimmune diseases, or during the follow-up of patients after organ transplantation (Chauchet et al., 2014; Kern et al., 2011).
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Table 1. PNM classification and staging of alveolar echinococcosis, according to WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis; according to Kern et al., 2006.

PNM classification of AE cases (at presentation)

P Hepatic localisation of the Parasite

P X Primary tumor cannot be assessed
P 0 No detectable tumor in the liver
P 1 Peripheral lesions without proximal vascular and/or biliary involvement
P 2 Central lesions with proximal vascular and/or biliary involvement of one lobe
P 3 Central lesions with hilum vascular or biliary involvement of both lobes and/or with involvement of two hepatic veins
P 4 Any liver lesion with extension along the vessels and the biliary tree

N Extra hepatic involvement of neighboring organs [diaphragm, lung, pleura, pericardium, heart, gastric and duodenal wall, adrenal glands, peritoneum, retroperitoneum, parietal wall (muscles, skin, bone), pancreas, regional lymph nodes, liver ligaments, kidney]

N X Not able to evaluate
N 0 No regional involvement
N 1 Regional involvement of contiguous organs or tissues

M The absence or presence of distant Metastasis [lung, distant lymph nodes, spleen, CNS, orbital, bone, skin, muscle, kidney, distant peritoneum and retroperitoneum]

M X Not completely evaluated
M 0 No metastasis
M 1 Metastasis

a For classification, the plane projecting between the bed of the gall bladder and the inferior vena cava divides the liver in two lobes; b Vessels mean inferior vena cava, portal vein and arteries; c Chest X-ray and cerebral CT negative.

1.1.3 Morbidity and mortality ratios

1.1.3.1. Cystic echinococcosis (CE)

CE is a chronic disease and usually considered benign since in most cases a simple surgical operation may remove the cyst totally. However, surgery is an invasive and costly procedure which is not always available with the best chance of success and safety in many of the highly endemic countries. Drug therapy is not very effective; compared to other parasitic diseases which benefit from short-term treatments, anti-parasitic treatment has to be taken for months and strict follow-up is mandatory. Studies on the public health burden by echinococcosis have only begun in the 21st century (Carabin et al., 2005; Carabin et al., 2004). The WHO has included CE in its strategic roadmap for 2020, and, according to the 2nd WHO report on neglected tropical diseases, the efforts are underway to address the burden and impact of CE in select countries (Foodborne Diseases Epidemiology Reference Group, 2015; World Health Organisation, 2013); specific programs have also...
been launched in highly endemic emerging countries, such as China (The Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China, 2014). Mortality and fatality rates are difficult to estimate and vary greatly depending on the prevalence of the disease and health facilities in a given area, as well as on cyst location and severity of disease at presentation. On average the reported figures show a mortality rate of 0.2/100,000 inhabitants and 2.2 fatality rate/100 patients with the disease (Pawłowski et al., 2001). However, absence of long term follow-up significantly underestimates recurrence rate (2 - 25%) and long-term complications after surgery.

For CE, the first global estimate of the non-monetary burden of CE was conducted in 2006 and used the DALY to evaluate losses associated with human cases (Budke et al., 2006). Without adjusting for underreporting, an estimated 285,400 DALYs were lost due to CE. If underreporting is taken into account, estimation reached 1,010,000 DALYs, a higher figure than that given for Dengue or Chagas disease (Budke et al., 2006; Craig et al., 2007). The 2010 and 2013 Global Burden of Diseases (GBD) studies included DALY estimates for ‘echinococcosis’ and CE, respectively (Murray et al., 2015, 2012). However, methodological decisions make interpretation of the 2010 GBD values problematic in that the study attempted to combine CE and AE into a single estimate, which is hardly acceptable (Hotez et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2012). The 2013 GBD Study focused solely on CE (Murray et al., 2015). However, data gaps remain a problem. In parallel to the 2010 GBD Study, the World Health Organization’s Foodborne Disease Burden Epidemiology Reference Group (WHO-FERG) published global CE burden estimates for the year 2010 (Foodborne Diseases Epidemiology Reference Group, 2015; Havelaar et al., 2015; Torgerson et al., 2015). Relatively few investigator-driven studies have been conducted to estimate the non-monetary burden of CE in specific regions using the DALY. The first study was performed in 2004 in a highly endemic region of the Tibetan Plateau in Sichuan province of China; it evaluated at about 18,000 DALYs the burden of this chronic disease on populations who could not readily obtain medical treatment (Budke et al., 2004). Other studies have since been conducted in diverse geographic locations, including Peru, Sardinia, Nepal, and Xinjiang, China (Devleesschauwer et al., 2014; Mastrandrea et al., 2012; Moro et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012).

Annual economic losses due to diagnosis and treatment costs in humans have been estimated at over 763 million US$, while global annual livestock-associated losses were calculated at over 2,190 million US$ (Budke et al., 2006). The lack of a standardized methodology, however, makes comparisons difficult since the categories of costs included may vary greatly between studies. While a few studies have estimated only livestock-associated costs, most studies with a livestock component also estimate monetary losses associated with human CE ((Ahmadi and Meshkehkar, 2011; Benner et al., 2010; Budke et al., 2005b; Fasih Harandi et al., 2012; Majorowski et al., 2005; Moro et al., 2011; Sarıözkan and Yalçın, 2009; Torgerson et al., 2001; Torgerson et al., 2000; Torgerson and Dowling, 2001; Venegas et al., 2014). But these studies which have now covered several countries with various levels of development and income and various health systems have all shown that CE can have a substantial impact on both the human and livestock sectors in endemic regions.

1.1.3.2 Alveolar echinococcosis (AE)

AE was considered as a fatal disease within 5 years after diagnosis in 80% of patients in Europe in the late 1970s (Bresson-Hadni et al., 2000). In Europe and Japan, between the 1980s and the 2000s, there has been constant progress in the overall prognosis of the disease and average survival of the patients has changed dramatically. Whereas a patient’s life expectancy was reduced by 18-21 years if diagnosed in 1970, life expectancy is only shortened by about 3 years compared to the normal Swiss population in recently diagnosed patients (Torgerson et al., 2008). The reasons for this improved prognosis are multifactorial, including earlier diagnosis, the introduction of treatment with benzimidazoles at the beginning of the 1980s, better surgical techniques and multidisciplinary care management in expert centers. However, among patients of the same cohort who could not benefit from radical operation, late biliary complications (i.e. occurring 3 years or more after diagnosis) were associated with poor prognosis (Frei et al., 2014). In France, if it is estimated one year after diagnosis, life expectancy of AE patients is similar to that of their non-AE fellow citizens (Piarroux et al., 2011). However, the observed survival of 347 patients (2,742 person-years) was lower than the expected survival in the general population matched for sex, age, and calendar-year (p <0.001); in fact, the baseline excess mortality hazard decreased steeply during the first 2 years and remained close to that of the general population until 5 years of follow-up (Piarroux et al., 2011). Poor prognosis is associated with older age and invasion of the liver hilum, responsible for biliary complications; conversely, medical treatment with benzimidazoles (with or without surgery) is associated with a better survival (Piarroux et al., 2011). In different recent BMZ cohort studies the 10 and 15-year survival rate was 80% to 83% and 53% to 80%, respectively compared 0 to 25% at ten years in the pre-BMZ area (Ammann, 2000; Ammann et al., 1999; Bresson-Hadni et al., 2000; Caoduro et al., 2013; Kadry et al., 2005; Reuter et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 1992)

AE is still a lethal disease short term after diagnosis in those symptomatic patients who live in most of the endemic areas, such as central Asia or China: retrospective series of AE patients in western China account for advanced cases, and in a recent surgical series mortality (25%) was mostly observed in patients having received palliative surgery (Ayifuhan et al., 2012). In Europe, although survival has increased a lot, impairment of quality of life due to continuous treatment administration and occurrence of complications with iterative interventions still make the disease a major burden individually and at the society level.

The global burden of AE, at the world level, is lower than that of CE, mostly because of the far lower number of cases. Annual loss due to AE has been estimated at 666,434 DALYs (CIs 331,000-1.3 million) (Torgerson et al., 2010).
However, AE is a very severe disease similar to liver cancer and requires complex and expensive treatments, often lifelong. This considerably increases the cost of the disease, evaluated in Europe to an average of 108,762€ per patient (Torgerson et al., 2008). In the first study on AE using the DALYs, in remote transhumant communities of Sichuan, China, the DALYs lost due to AE amounted 33,000, so twice that of CE for a slightly lower prevalence of the disease (Budke et al., 2004). Due to the prevalently wild cycle of *E. multilocularis*, there is no special veterinary or economic impact from the infection of the intermediate hosts. However, AE may be recognized in a number of domestic or zoo animals, such as horses, pigs, boars, which generally exhibit degenerated lesions, as well as chinchillas, monkeys, or even dogs which thus appear to also serve occasionally as intermediate hosts (Böttcher et al., 2013; Deplazes and Eckert, 2001a; Scharf et al., 2004; Ueno et al., 2012) AE in zoo animals mostly affects primates (Christiansen et al., 2015; Deplazes and Eckert, 2001a; Rehmann et al., 2005), including animals that belong to endangered species, such as lemurs (Umhang et al., 2016); albeit anecdotal, this may participate in the monetary as well as non-monetary losses due to AE.

### 1.2 Taxonomic Classification of the Agent(s)

#### 1.2.1 Taxonomic position

*Echinococcus* spp. are cestodes (tapeworms) of the family Taeniidae, with a predator-prey life cycle and a complex biology (Deplazes and Eckert, 2001a; Eckert and Deplazes, 2004). Until the end of the 20th century, 4 species were identified in the genus *Echinococcus*: *E. granulosus*, the agent of cystic echinococcosis (CE); *E. multilocularis*, the agent of alveolar echinococcosis (AE); *E. oligarthrus*, the agent of a very rare form of CE in South America; and *E. vogeli*, the agent of polycystic echinococcosis (PE), also in South America. Progress in genetic characterization of species has made the situation more complex. It is currently internationally accepted by taxonomists that a new species close to *E. multilocularis* is present in western China, *E. shiquicus*, never recognized to infect humans (Xiao et al., 2005), and that several species may be identified within *E. granulosus sensu lato*, namely *E. granulosus sensu stricto* (ex-sheep strain), *E. felidis* (ex-lion strain) and *E. equinus* (ex-horse strain, both species never recognized to infect humans), *E. ortleppi* (ex-cattle strain), and *E. canadensis* (ex-camel, pig and cervid strains) (Alvarez Rojas et al., 2014; Knapp et al., 2015; Romig et al., 2015) Sister species relationships were confirmed between *E. ortleppi* and *E. canadensis*, and between *E. multilocularis* and *E. shiquicus*. Nuclear and mitochondrial targets most often used for the genotyping of *E. multilocularis* have shown a marked genetic homogeneity in this species; microsatellite sequences, such as the EmsB target (Bart et al., 2006), are able to discriminate isolates on a regional and sectorial level (Knapp et al., 2007), and to draw fine-tuned maps of the parasite variants occurring worldwide (Afonso et al., 2015; Knapp et al., 2010).

#### 1.2.2 Physical description (morphology).

The adult worm is 2–7 mm long and resides in the small intestine of the definitive hosts (carnivores) (Deplazes and Eckert, 2001a; Thompson and McManus, 2001) (Figure 4). It is composed of a head (the scolex) with four suckers and a rostellum with a double ring of 25–50 hooklets and a body (the strobilus) composed of 2–6 segments (the proglottids). The proglottids mature progressively from the scolex end within one to one and a half month, and the last proglottid contains the genital organs which produce eggs (oncospheres). Each worm is hermaphrodite.
Figure 4. The key-stages of the development of Echinococcus spp. (after Thompson et al., 2001 (Thompson and McManus, 2001) with modifications):

A. The worm (4 to 7 mm, for Echinococcus granulosus s.l.) is attached to the intestinal mucosa of definitive hosts (carnivores) by its suckers and hooklets; the gravid uterus in the last segment of the worm contains hundreds of embryonated eggs.

B. The egg (25 to 40µm) contains the infectious oncosphere surrounded by a resistant envelope; thousands of such eggs are dispersed in the environment (grass, soil, water) after the expulsion of the worm’s last segment with the feces of the carnivore host.

C. The metacestode (or ‘larva’, a few mms to 20 cm or more) settles and grows in the liver of an intermediate host (mostly ungulates for E. granulosus sensu lato, small mammals for E. multilocularis); its germinal layer produces brood capsules with protoscoleces, infectious to the definitive hosts but also able to generate a metacestode in an intermediated host; the germinal layer secretes the vesicle/cyst fluid (also called ‘hydatid’ fluid); it also secretes and is surrounded by the laminated layer. In E. granulosus sensu lato spp. (shown as an example), the host’s cellular immune response is rapidly responsible for the development of a fibrous acellular adventitial layer.

The eggs are 25–30 µm in diameter, round/oval in shape, and totally similar to eggs of other taeniid worms of carnivores (Figure 4 B); they consist of a striated envelope (the embryophore) which contains the embryo (also called ‘hexacanth embryo’, because of its shape) (Thompson and McManus, 2001). They are the only ‘free stage’ of Echinococcus spp. cestodes, dispersed in the environment with the feces of the definitive hosts.
The larva (metacestode) develops in different organs of the intermediate hosts, mainly the liver and the lungs. The metacestode has a cystic development; the cysts are filled with transparent liquid (‘hydatid fluid’, or ‘cyst fluid’, or ‘vesicle fluid’), and are composed of an inner layer represented by the viable larva (the germinal layer) and an outer cell-free layer (the acellular laminated layer) mainly composed of polysaccharides. CE is characterized by unilocular macro-cysts (1 to 20 cm in diameter or more) surrounded by a fibrous shell (Figure 4 C), AE by an aggregation of micro-cysts (a few mm to 2 cm in diameter) surrounded by a mix of immune cells, fibrosis and necrosis, and PE by an aggregation of cysts of intermediate size (a few cm in diameter). Fertility, i.e. development of precursors of the scoleces, the protoscoleces (PSC), from the germinal layer and their release in the cyst fluid, depends on the host–parasite strain combination. The metacestode of E. granulosus (also commonly called ‘hydatid cyst’ in the past) is a fluid-filled bladder that grows centrifugally and can survive decades in the intermediate host. The growth rate of cysts varies greatly between host species (Thompson and McManus, 2001). AE lesions consist of a mass of small vesicles that grow by infiltration invading also tissues close to the liver or disseminating in larval microthrombi via the bloodstream. Advanced lesions (after years of progression) often contain a central necrotic cavity (pseudo-cyst) and acellular fibrosis (Vuitton et al., 2006).

1.3 Transmission

1.3.1 Lifecycle and routes of transmission (Figure 5)

Dogs (for all species), various species of foxes (mostly for E. multilocularis), and other canids such as wolves, coyotes, dingoes, jackals, or raccoon dogs, and also felids, including wild felids in Africa (for E. felidis) and domestic cats in Europe (for E. multilocularis) are the definitive hosts of Echinococcus spp (Eckert et al., 2001a). The respective role of one species or another, and within a single species of the various individuals, in the transmission of Echinococcus spp. eggs, depends on the geographic and cultural characteristics of the endemic area as well as the age, gender or behavior of the definitive animal host (Otero-Abad and Torgerson, 2013). The bush dog, Speothos venaticus, appears to be the only natural definitive host of E. vogeli, but dogs may also serve as definitive hosts (do Carmo Pereira Soares et al., 2014). Carnivores get infected by preying on the intermediate hosts whose viscera contain fertile metacestodes with infectious protoscoleces. The protoscolex represents an invaginated form of the adult worm; protoscoleces evaginate in the intestine of the definitive host under the influence of gastric proteolytic enzymes and of bile acids in the duodenum, and get attached to the gut mucosa with their suckers and hooklets. A given carnivore may be infected by less than ten worms to more than ten thousands of worms, and this depends both of its species and of the initial infection by protoscoleces (Eckert et al., 2001a; Thompson et al., 2006).

They mature towards fertility, with a prepatent period (before egg expulsion) of 4–7 weeks. The last proglottid of each worm is released every 1–2 weeks. Proglottids and the eggs they contain are dispersed in the environment with the feces of the definitive hosts, and the eggs are released. The longevity of the worms in the dog may be from 6 months to 2 years (Gemmell et al., 1986; Thompson and Kumaratilake, 1985). Re-infection is possible, although the parasite load and egg production become lower in re-infected definitive hosts (Al-Sabi et al., 2008; Eckert et al., 2001a). Intermediate hosts get infected via the fecal-oral route by ingestion of eggs, present in soil, water, grass, vegetables, fruit...or by direct contact with the fur of carnivores where eggs may be deposed by licking. After ingestion by intermediate hosts, eggs hatch in the duodenum, and the free hexacanth embryo penetrates the gut wall.

A ‘domestic’ cycle for E. granulosus s.l. has long been opposed to a ‘wild life’ cycle for E. multilocularis; however, species identifications of Echinococcus spp. by molecular biology techniques have well shown that wild animals such as wolves could be definitive hosts for E. granulosus s.l.
including in Europe (Gori et al., 2015; Guerra et al., 2013) as well as dogs could be so for E. multilocularis, especially in China and central Asia (Budke et al., 2005a; Vaniscotte et al., 2011; Vuitton et al., 2003).

1.3.2 Intermediate hosts and reservoirs

Intermediate hosts of E. granulosus sensu lato are ruminants, mostly sheep, cattle and camels, as well as horses, pigs, and other mammals, such as moose or kangaroos (Eckert et al., 2001a; Torgerson et al., 2011). Intermediate hosts of E. multilocularis are usually wild small mammals of a wide variety of species and of susceptibility to the cestode, they are mostly rodents, especially voles (more than 40 species have been described to be potential hosts), and also the lagomorph Ochotona curzoniae and other lagomorphs such as hares, on the Tibetan plateau of China (Vuitton et al., 2003) and less commonly other aberrant intermediate host including dogs and cats which may be intermediate hosts accidentally (Deplazes and Eckert, 2001b). Intermediate hosts of E. vogeli are mostly pacas (Agouti paca) on which bush dogs hunt in packs in gallery forest of the northern parts of South America (D’Alessandro et al., 1981; Mayor et al., 2015; Vizcaychipi et al., 2013). Susceptibility of the intermediate hosts may vary from complete resistance to extreme susceptibility, depending on the species and the efficacy of its immune response to a given species of Echinococcus. This influences the infection of definitive hosts in a given area and thus the presence of infective eggs in the environment. Humans may be considered as rather resistant to the Echinococcus spp. metacestode whatever the species. Larval E. multilocularis infection with symptoms close to those observed in humans has been recognized in a number of domestic animals (pigs, horses, cattle, chinchillas...) and in zoo animals or in exotic pets (Deplazes and Eckert, 2001b).

1.3.3 Incubation period

For both E. granulosus sl and E. multilocularis, in humans, a very long asymptomatic development of the metacestode (more than one year, sometimes up to 25 years) usually precludes any attribution of the infection of an individual to a given definitive host that could be the source of infection. Humans cannot be a source of infection for definitive hosts or for other humans or intermediate hosts. In domestic animal intermediate hosts of E. granulosus sl (CE), especially sheep, cattle and camels, presence of viable metacestode may last several years, until animal slaughtering (or spontaneous death, especially in transhuman communities). The metacestode burden, both in terms of total mass and number of cysts, increases with age (Eckert et al., 2001a). Viscera of older animals have the highest potency of infection when they are eaten by carnivores; modeling in sheep shows a massive accumulation of protoscoleces with the age of sheep (Torgerson et al., 2009). Small mammals, intermediate hosts of E. multilocularis may die from the infection within a few months after infection if they are highly susceptible, or they may be preyed upon by carnivores within one or two years (the usual life span of most of species).

For E. granulosus s.l. and E. multilocularis in the definitive host, as mentioned above, the non-infectious time period between ingestion of protoscoleces by the carnivore from an intermediate host and egg shedding with the feces of the carnivore (called ‘pre-patent period’) ranges between 4 and 6 weeks (Gemmill et al., 1986). During this pre-patent period, Echinococcus spp. antigens or DNA may be found in the carnivore feces; this does not indicate that such feces are infectious to intermediate hosts (including humans). For E. multilocularis, coproantigens may be detected as early as 6 days postinfection in samples of dogs and from 11 days post-infection in samples of cats (Deplazes et al., 1999).

1.3.4 Period of communicability

1.3.4.1 Shedding levels of E. granulosus

Only infected definitive hosts, which release E. granulosus eggs with their feces, are relevant in terms of transmission of the infection/disease to humans. In the carnivore intestine, the number of worms may vary from a few units to ten thousands, and the number of eggs per proglottid is highly variable, with numbers ranging from as low as 100 to as high as 1500. On average it is about 600 eggs (Eckert et al., 2001a). The biotic potential may vary widely in different ecological situations and climatic zones: although the individual dogs with high worm burden are less numerous than dogs with low worm burden, very high worm counts may be present in the majority of animals in some areas (such as dogs in Turkana, eastern Africa, or dingoes in Australia) (Balduck et al., 1985). For a given definitive host infected by E. granulosus sl, in the period of egg shedding (‘patent’ period), infection of environment may thus range from 1000 to 15 million eggs / day. In areas where stray dogs are numerous (Mediterranean, Middle-East, Central Asia, Indian subcontinent, Tibetan plateau) and close to the animal intermediate hosts (sheep, cattle) and to humans, especially children, this may lead to considerable infectious load of the environment by E. granulosus eggs and risk of CE for human populations.

1.3.4.2 Shedding levels of E. multilocularis

There are also large variations in worm burdens of E. multilocularis in definitive hosts. For example, that in arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) in Alaska is two orders of magnitude greater than that in the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) in Dakota (Fay, 1973; Rausch and Richards, 1971) low mean worm burdens are the rule in foxes of western Europe, but worm burden is highly overdispersed: 75% of the total worm population is harbored by less than 15% of foxes (Raoul et al., 2001). Conversely high mean worm burdens are frequent in dogs of the Tibetan Plateau (Budke et al., 2005a) and in Kazakh and Mongol valleys of Xinjiang, China (Ming et al., 1992; van Kesteren et al., 2015). E. multilocularis egg counts per gram of feces are variable from day to day and may reach values as high as 100,000 (Nonaka et al., 1996). The mean number of eggs per proglottid of the mature E. multilocularis isolated from dogs or foxes is approximately 300 (Thompson and Eckert, 1983). A mathematical model of egg excretion dynamics
based on parallel experimental infections of various definitive hosts with the same protoscoleces load (20,000 protoscoleces) has estimated that the mean biotic potential per infected animal was high in foxes (346,473 eggs); raccoon dogs (335,361 eggs) and dogs (279,910 eggs) but very low in cats (573 eggs). It also indicated that approximately 114, 42 and 27 eggs per worm were excreted in the feces of dogs, raccoon dogs and foxes, respectively (Kapel et al., 2006). Experimentally, the highest worm burdens in foxes (mean of 16,792) and raccoon dogs (mean of 7930) were found at 35 days post-infection then declined to a mean of 331 worms in foxes and 3213 worms in raccoon dogs by day 63 with a further decline to 134 worms in foxes and 67 worms in raccoon dogs by day 90 (Kapel et al., 2006). Because of the preferential cycle between wild animals, with foxes as definitive hosts, and because E. multilocularis parasite cycle is constrained by environmental factors which govern the population of intermediate hosts (climate, land use which favors or not the small mammal populations), egg shedding levels are usually lower for E. multilocularis than E. granulosus, and this may contribute to the lower incidence of AE cases in humans (Eckert et al., 2001a; Eckert et al., 2001c). However, intervention of domestic dogs in the parasite cycle can significantly increase the infection pressure, which may explain the differences in incidence between European endemic areas (where fox is the dominant definitive host) and endemic areas in western China (where dog is usually the dominant definitive host)(Vuittton et al., 2003). In addition, proximity of dogs to water sources in the villages (non-protected wells, streams) used both for drinking water and to water kitchen gardens, the use of dog feces voluntarily or accidentally mixed with cattle dung to fertilize gardens in villages, may increase the risk for humans to ingest E. multilocularis eggs. The case of contaminated sludge from water treatment plants used for fertilization of crops/pastures is evoked below.

1.3.4.3 Time of shedding

Dissemination of E. granulosus-infected feces may last from 6 months to 2 years for a single dog. Carnivores may be re-infected, since immunity is only partial; however, both the worm burden and the length of egg shedding are usually decreased compared to the initial infection levels. Egg excretion of E. multilocularis in feces of foxes persists for about 1 to 4 months (Eckert et al., 2001c).

1.3.4 Distributions

1.3.5.1 Influence of physical constraints

For E. granulosus as well as E. multilocularis, desiccation is lethal and the limits of temperature tolerance are between +40°C and −70°C. Between these two extremes, temperature regulates the maturation/ageing process. Eggs of E. granulosus were shown to survive for more than 200 days at +7°C but only 50 days at +21°C (Gemmell, 1977). Eggs of E. multilocularis were shown to survive for up to 3 and 8 months in the summer and winter in Europe, respectively (Frank, 1989). It is the duration of this seasonal climatic effect on egg survival that, in addition to anthropic factors (which may themselves be linked to climate/altitude) determines the transmission dynamics and geographic prevalence (Gemmell, 1977; Gemmell et al., 1987; Lawson and Gemmell, 1983). Although they display an exquisite sensitivity to dryness, eggs of both species may remain viable for longer periods of time in moist soil and in the surroundings of wells. Eggs of E. multilocularis remained viable for about 16 months at +4°C in water in the laboratory (Veit et al., 1995)In France, higher prevalence rates of E. multilocularis in voles have been observed in places where fox feces were at higher density and could be washed by rain into the soil (Delattre et al., 1990;Delattre et al.,1988).

Although most taeniid eggs usually remain within 180 m of the site of deposition, some may rapidly disperse over an area of up to 30,000 ha, and the range of dog/fox activities (which, for dogs, may be markedly different depending on their type and use: stray dogs, shepherd dogs, farm dog, pet...) determines egg distribution. Usually, they are dispersed around the infectious feces mostly under the effect of rain, snow, but also ploughing and other human activities. Experimental evidence shows that blowflies are important transport hosts for T. pisiformis and T. hydatigena: taeniid eggs remain viable after passage through the gut of flies, and blowflies transmit them indirectly to these hosts by their normal activities of vomiting and defecation (Gemmell, 1997; Gemmell et al., 2001b; Lawson and Gemmell, 1990;Lawson and Gemmell, 1985). Birds have also been reported as potential transmission agents of T. saginata (Collins and Pope, 1990). Combined activities of birds and insects may explain Transfer of T. hydatigena eggs over a distance of 60 km (Torgerson et al., 1995). However, except for a study in Alaska where blowflies (Phormia regina) have been shown experimentally to be capable of transporting eggs (presumably from E. multilocularis) from feces of infected foxes (Schiller, 1954), the demonstration of a significant role of flies has never formally been provided for Echinococcus spp. eggs. Most of the recommendations to populations stress that E. multilocularis eggs are only to be found on grass / vegetables / fruit (berries) growing under 20 cm above the ground, which might be wrong is flies actually play an important role in dissemination. Eggs may also be transported by rainwater flow, streams, and rivers. Foxes infected with E. multilocularis may disperse eggs with their feces anywhere within their individual areas of activity, in rural and in urban areas. In Europe, it has been observed that red foxes tend to deposit larger densities of feces on field borders, road and path verges, molehills and Arvicola terrestris tumuli than on meadows, on fields or other landscape structures where they are found at lower density (Giraudoux, 1991; Labhardt, 1990). Foxes living in urban, suburban and rural situations (e.g., in Hokkaido, Japan, or in Europe) may contaminate plants and soil in gardens and yards. Since red foxes are using feces and urine as olfactory markers, they tend to deposit feces also on garbage material, such as glass bottles, plastic material and others (Labhardt, 1990). Foxes may also contaminate vegetation used for food by people. For example, in Alaska.
Factors which influence transmission of *Echinococcus* spp. may be summarized as follows (Figures 6 A and B):

1) Intrinsic factors, that include biotic factors common to *Echinococcus* spp. or specific to one given species, and innate and acquired immunity of the definitive and intermediated hosts;

2) extrinsic factors, that include environmental temperature and humidity, agents able to disperse eggs from feces into environment, and predator-prey relationship between definitive and intermediate hosts (mainly for *E. multilocularis*) (Viel et al., 1999); and

3) socio-behavioral factors, that include farming practices (for *E. granulosus*) and more generally land use (for *E. multilocularis*; see (Raoul et al., 2015)), feeding behavior of domestic definitive and intermediate hosts, legislation, meat inspection, and their enforcement (for *E. granulosus*), and level of awareness of human population (for both). Mathematical models have been established which tend to take all these factors into account to describe and/or predict transmission dynamics of CE and AE (for details see (Gemmell et al., 2001b; Roberts et al., 1986)). They may help determine the potential risk of water infection by eggs in a given area. Regarding water drinking, it may be noticed that in emerging countries such as rural China, tap water consumption has markedly increased within the last 2 decades as shown by a recent survey in Liaoning (one of the north-eastern provinces endemic for AE) which showed that 73% of village households used tap water in 2014-2015 (Mong et al., 2011). However, quality/safety of tap water may be quite different, even in the same region: among 15 cities of Xinjiang (western China, endemic for both CE and AE), in 2011, tap water was Cryptosporidium parvum positive in samples collected from 4 cities and negative from 11 of them (Xie, 2016; Xie et al., 2016); drinking bottled ‘purified water’, quite popular currently in China, and often replacing the traditional (and safe) tea prepared with boiled water, may not prevent infection because of differences in quality standards and/or methods actually used for the ‘purification’.
Figure 5. Parasite cycle of Echinococcus granulosus sensu lato (on the left) and of Echinococcus multilocularis (on the right)

Drawing by Sophie Muraccioli, Department of Communication, University Hospital, Besançon, France

Figure 6A. Factors which influence transmission of Echinococcus spp. (after Cadavid Restrepo et al., Cadavid Restrepo et al., 2016) with modifications.
Among socio-behavioral factors, pastoralism and transhumance have been pointed out as important risk factors, for a number of reasons (MacPherson, 2001). Transhumant pastoralists have one of the lowest socio-economic levels in the world in terms of education, income and standard of living. Their living in tents, yurts or shacks, herding occupation, close association with their animals, the sharing of water sources with dogs, the almost complete lack of piped water and abattoirs and the poor sanitary conditions, provide ideal conditions for parasitic diseases, including CE. Premature livestock deaths in these communities also provide scavenging opportunities for dogs during the spring and autumn migrations. In Xinjiang, China, as an example, most herdsmen are Kazak and Mongolian and move twice a year, during spring (April or May) and autumn (September or October), towards summer and winter pasture areas, at high and low altitudes, respectively. Most farmers can use tap-water in their winter houses, and animals have shelters in the winter settlements. In summer pastures they usually install their yurts in an open area close to a stream or a river that may be infected by *Echinococcus* eggs shed by the family dogs. Water drinking is, however, unlikely the main source of infection, because of the deeply ensconced habit of boiling water for tea to drink. Until relatively recently, CE (as well as AE in transhumant communities of the Tibetan plateau and central Asia) remained unrecorded because transhumant peoples spent most of their time in remote areas where, prior to the 1950s, there were invariably no veterinary, medical, educational facilities nor trained personnel. During the past 40 years with the introduction of primary care and hospital facilities into areas inhabited by transhumant peoples, the perception of the public health importance of CE has been dramatically revised. In parts of Africa, in central Asia and western China, CE which was previously unrecorded is now better identified because of the introduction of improved medical services. The nomadic communities of western China are currently included in the Chinese national control program (MacPherson, 2001; The Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China, 2014).

1.3.6.1 Gender for CE and AE

Although hospital reports (especially from Europe but also from low-income countries) do not show big differences in terms of gender (Pawlowski et al., 2001) perhaps because men are more likely to undergo hospital treatment than women, in most of the highly endemic areas where mass screenings have been performed women are more infected than men, both for CE and AE. This may be only due to behavioral factors (such as caring for dogs, which was often correlated to woman susceptibility in risk factor analyses) (Craig et al., 2000); specific hormonal factors may also be evoked. Pregnant women have been reported at risk of metastatic dissemination of AE (Yang et al., 2005); this might be due to the relative state of immune tolerance which develops in this condition; however, no systematic studies have been published. In addition, antiparasitic treatment by benzimidazoles must be withdrawn during the first trimester of pregnancy because of teratogenic effects, which may contribute to the risk of metacestode growth in women with already diagnosed and treated AE.
Specificities in the occurrence and/or progression of CE in patients with immunosuppression are not clear; a few cases of associations have been reported, especially in patients with AIDS/HIV infection, but also with therapeutic immune suppression [e.g. (Capdevielle, 1984; Erayman et al., 2011; Grueener et al., 2008; Ran et al., 2016)] but there is no published systematic study that would be convincing of a significant enhancing effect of immune suppression on the incidence or the course of CE (such as faster cyst growth, multiple organ dissemination).

Genetic, especially within the HLA system, and immunological particularities have been associated with the occurrence and/or progression of AE lesions in humans (Eiermann et al., 1998). Effects of immune suppression on *E. multilocularis* growth have been well studied in experimental animals (Vuitton and Gottstein, 2010). First evidence of the facilitating effect of immune suppression on AE lesion development in humans came from the first AE evidence of the facilitating effect of immune suppression on occurrence and/or progression of AE lesions in humans (Bresson-Hadni et al., 1999; Koch et al., 2003). Fast progression of the lesions in a patient with AIDS (Sailer et al., 1997) and conversely the protective effect of efficacious anti-HIV treatment in another patient (Zingg et al., 2004) have confirmed the role of immune suppression in patients with AE. Since the beginning of the 21st century, a number of AE cases have been reported in patients who received other kinds of organ transplantation and/or were treated with immunosuppressive drugs for malignant or chronic inflammatory diseases (Dentan et al., 2012; Gaultier et al., 2008; Kayacan et al., 2008; Kern et al., 2011). The increase in the occurrence of AE in such patients was evidenced in a systematic study using the data from the population-based AE French registry database (1982-2012) (Chauchet et al., 2014): 509 cases of associations have been reported, among 509 AE cases diagnosed from 1982 to 2012. There was a significant increase in AE incidence in such patients, and significantly higher increase than in non-IS cases between the last 2 decades. Acquired therapeutic immunosuppression appears to be the main factor for the occurrence of AE and its fast progression in the patients. Combined chemotherapy for cancer or malignant hematological disorders is most often involved, followed by corticosteroids. Biotherapy such as anti-Tumor-Necrosis-Factor (TNF) agents given together with 2 or more immunosuppressive drugs is particularly at risk. Unusual presenting symptoms and negative serology may contribute to delayed diagnosis and wrong therapeutic management in these patients (Chauchet et al., 2014). It is likely that the number of patients with underlying immunosuppression-associated conditions and incidental AE-detection will increase in Europe but also in other endemic areas such as China in the future, because of treatment intensification in patients with chronic inflammatory diseases and malignant disorders, and wider use of new therapeutic regimens, including bio-therapeutic agents.

### 1.4.1 Treatment options

Compared to most of parasitic diseases and/or zoonoses, for which an appropriate and rapidly efficacious medical treatment is available, echinococcosis can rarely be cured by anti-parasite therapy alone, safely and within an acceptable time schedule, and the available drugs are extremely limited (Brunetti et al., 2010; Gottstein et al., 2015; Junghanss et al., 2008). In addition, there have been nearly no well-designed clinical trials for any medical treatment modality in either form of echinococcosis (Kern, 2006). Only 2 benzimidazole compounds, used since the beginning of the 1980s have proven effective against CE and AE: mebendazole (MBZ) (4.5 g/d) and albendazole (ABZ) (10 to 15 mg/kg/d) (Horton, 2003; WHO Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis, 1996). Both drugs have a poor bio-availability, mostly due to poor intestinal absorption; the most practical way to improve absorption is to combine ABZ with a fatty meal. ABZ (i.e. ABZ sulfoxide, the active compound originating from hepatic metabolism), however, may reach higher plasma levels than MBZ. For this reason, and because it is approved by the drug agencies of most countries, opposite to MBZ, ABZ is the most widely used drug for the treatment of echinococcosis. Both MBZ and ABZ must be given continuously, without interruption, for the period of treatment assigned to each case depending on the type of disease and treatment association. For AE, when radical resection is not applicable, ABZ must be administered for life under strict medical follow-up, and whenever possible the measurement of the active metabolite of the ABZ, ABZ sulfoxide (Brunetti et al., 2010) should be performed. Side-effects are observed with both drugs, especially hepatotoxicity and leukopenia which may be life-threatening and may lead to definitive treatment interruption. Despite multiple studies of promising compounds, there is currently no alternative treatment (Hemphill et al., 2014; Vuitton and Bresson-Hadni, 2014). For both diseases, the therapeutic approach should be multidisciplinary since in most cases it associates drug and interventional treatments.

#### 1.4.1.1 CE and AE interventional treatment in humans

Treatment of both CE and AE has long relied on surgery, with the aim of totally removing the parasitic 'tumor' from the infected liver or lung. In CE, besides such 'radical' removal of the lesions (total cystectomy), partial removal of the cyst associated with sterilization of the germinal layer and protoscolices of *E. granulosus* sl is still a common attitude of surgeons in most endemic areas, despite the risk of recurrence and/or dissemination of cysts. In selected CE patients/cysts, percutaneous puncture of the cyst, followed by aspiration of the cyst fluid, injection of protoscolicidal compounds (usually hypertonic saline or alcohol) and re-aspiration of the fluid (PAIR) has demonstrated its efficacy and safety (Brunetti et al., 2010; Pawlowski et al., 2001; Tamarozzi et al., 2014; WHO-Informal Working Group on Echinococcosis, 2001). Perendoscopic procedures (Endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography, ERCP) may also be used to
treat biliary complications, especially biliary fistulae after surgery for complicated cysts. In AE, partial resection of AE lesions was commonly performed, associated with surgical biliary drainage, until retrospective analysis of cases from European teams showed that such interventions were followed by an increased rate of complications and decreased survival of the patients (Buttenschoen et al., 2009; Kadry et al., 2005). Palliative surgical interventions may be replaced by percutaneous or perendoscopic interventions of drainage and/or stenting, especially to alleviate complications of biliary obstruction or to treat bacterial infection of the central necrotic cavity in AE lesions (Ambregna et al., 2017; Bresson-Hadni et al., 2006; Vuitton et al., 2016). Whenever possible, any intervention should be associated with ABZ treatment: 1 to 3 months after any interventions for CE, 2 years after radical resection for AE. However, such a treatment has never been properly evaluated in CE, and is rarely used in most of highly endemic areas of CE, because of economic constraints or lack of availability of the drug.

1.4.2 Vaccines

Vaccines are currently not applicable to humans. However, significant progress has been made in this field by the development of the Eg95 vaccine applicable to sheep, the main intermediate host of CE. Vaccination against CE using a defined recombinant antigen, the oncospheral protein EG95, has been shown to induce a protective response against infection in animal intermediate hosts of *E. granulosus* (Lightowlers et al., 1996)(Lightowlers et al., 1996), yielding overall protection rates of 97% in sheep (Gauci et al., 2005; Lightowlers, 2006; Lightowlers et al., 1996) and of 88-96% in cattle (Heath et al., 2012). Highly effective vaccines against *E. granulosus* are thus available to prevent infection in its animal intermediate hosts. Application of vaccines on large scale, together with PZQ in the parasites’ definitive hosts, have already provided new opportunities for the control of CE and a reduction of its global burden in humans ( Larrieu et al., 2015; Larrieu et al., 2013). Efficiency of Eg95 appears not to be affected by the currently known genetic diversity within *E. granulosus* sl. Nevertheless, despite a number of field trials in several endemic areas, at this time there are still open questions and points that need further elucidation with regard to vaccination. For instance, there is no clear evidence of exactly how long immunity lasts in animals vaccinated with EG95 or if there is a differential effect in case of repeated reinfection or of absence of reinfection, and/or if more booster injections are needed. Ongoing larger scale vaccination studies should answer such questions; results in China and South America look promising. The vaccine is registered, produced and commercially available in China. The adaptation of Eg95 and development of other types of vaccines applicable to *E. multilocularis* infection in humans is currently ongoing in experimental intermediate hosts (Dang et al., 2012; Gottstein et al., 2015; Vuitton and Gottstein, 2010). On the other hand, vaccines that could be applicable to the definitive hosts would be more manageable in terms of acceptability and administration (Kouguchi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2006; Zhang and McManus, 2008). However, complementary studies are clearly necessary to reach this goal (Torgerson, 2009).

1.4.3 Control of definitive and intermediate animal hosts

In echinococcosis, humans are ‘dead-end hosts’ (i.e. ‘intermediate hosts’ that cannot ensure a proper functioning of the parasite cycle); there are no vectors and the control programs mainly address the animal ‘definitive hosts’, i.e. carnivores that harbor the adult worms in their intestine and are directly responsible for infection to humans though egg dissemination. Except vaccination of domestic animals, already described above, interventions on the animal ‘intermediate hosts’, i.e. domestic animals or small mammals which harbor the larval stage, are more limited.

Control programs for CE are complex, with multiple targets, and require considerable investment of time (minimum 10 years of “attack phase” followed by a “consolidation” and “maintenance” phase) and resources (Eckert et al., 2001a; Huang et al., 2011), together with a consensual coordination of various actors (professionals and decision-makers in human and animal health, police, legislation, education) (Gemmell et al., 2001a). The principal points of intervention are: i) veterinary public health actions such as control of livestock movements and slaughter, including inspection of organs and proper disposal of infected viscera and dead animals; ii) registration of owned dog and control of stray dog population; however dog culling practices should be carefully evaluated (Johansen and Penrith, 2009); iii) accurate estimation of baseline epidemiological data in the animal and human population; vi) regular treatment of dogs with PZQ, at least every 6 weeks; v) education of the owners about safe feeding of dogs and animal husbandry, and of the whole community about the purpose and importance of the program; vii) making CE a notifiable disease and introduce an appropriate supporting legislation (Barnes et al., 2012; Torgerson et al., 2011).

1.4.3.1 Echinococcus spp. chemotherapy in definitive hosts

Praziquantel (PZQ) has long been the only drug with a demonstrated effect on *Echinococcus* spp. adult worms, thus of possible use for deworming definitive hosts, dogs and fox, and interrupting the parasite cycle (Gemmell et al., 1977), and it is still the drug of reference. Epsiquantel and emodepside are alternative drugs; however, studies on the efficacy of emodepside were performed using emodepside and praziquantel in combination, i.e. Profender tablets®, in dogs experimentally infected with *E. granulosus* or *E. multilocularis* and Profender topical solution® in cats infected with *E. multilocularis*, respectively (Charles et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 2009). PZQ (5.0 mg/kg/bw) given orally is highly effective against immature and mature intestinal stages of *E. granulosus*, *E. multilocularis*, Taenia species and some other Cestode genera (Eckert et al., 2001a; Oakley, 1991). However, the drug is not ovicidal (Thakur et al., 1979), i.e. it only kills the worms, and has no effect on the eggs/oncospheres which may be released in the environment and remain infectious after carnivore
deworming. Carnivore feces should thus be safely destroyed during at least 3 days after deworming. In addition, to be fully effective PZQ should be orally administered to dogs every 6 weeks (i.e. 8-9 times a year). Both measures are very problematic in remote areas and transhumant populations and are often not followed, which significantly reduces the impact of PZQ administration (Larrieu and Zanini, 2012; van Kesteren et al., 2015). Application to *E. multilocularis* infection in foxes has been developed by using baits with PZQ (Schelling et al., 1997; Takahashi et al., 2013); although it may be especially useful in peri-urban and urban areas, it is an expensive procedures, which requires appropriate logistics, and a strong support by the local authorities (Hegglin and Deplazes, 2008). In addition, to be fully efficacious, it should be repeated several times a year. Results obtained in middle-size cities in France are rather contrasted and appear to depend on the density of infected foxes and small mammals in the periphery of the baited area (Comte et al., 2013; Umhang et al., 2014). The strategy used to control *E. multilocularis* in definitive hosts should take the specific weight of each possible definitive host in a given area into account; for instance, in Europe, high densities of dogs and cats as pets can easily outweigh low infections rates; contribution of dogs to environmental contamination with *E. multilocularis* eggs may be estimated at 4-19%, while the contribution of domestic cats would be rather insignificant (<0.3%) due to low parasite reproduction in this species (Hegglin and Deplazes, 2013). To be fully efficient, fox baiting campaigns should be only implemented if long-lasting and intense baiting may be ensured; at least at the beginning of a deworming program, the intervals between baiting campaigns should not be longer than the period of prepatency in foxes, i.e. 1 month; in addition, modelling indicates that baiting intervention should focus on densely populated highly endemic areas (Hegglin and Deplazes, 2013; Hegglin and Deplazes, 2008).

1.4.3.2 Other interventions on the definitive host

Inter-regional and international transit of possible definitive hosts of *E. multilocularis* is a threat to countries/regions which are still considered to be free of the cestode. Twelve pairs of red foxes which were imported to Rebun Island/Japan from the Kurile Islands between 1924 and 1926 have been responsible for the spread of the parasite to 90% of Hokkaido in 1991, and apparently further south to Honshu Island (Kimura et al., 1999; Satoh et al., 2005) and of more than 300 human cases of AE (Kawamura et al., 2011). In the USA, illegal shipments of red foxes and coyotes originating from Indiana and Ohio were confiscated in South Carolina; *E. multilocularis* was identified in red foxes that were to be released into fox-hunting enclosures in the south-eastern states (Davidson et al., 1992). Genetic analysis of *E. multilocularis* strains found in carnivores in Alberta highly suggest that animal and subsequent human infection diagnosed recently in this province was imported from Europe, and not maintained locally with the Alaskan/Arctic strain (Massolo et al., 2014). It might be recommended that all potential definitive hosts of *E. multilocularis* in national or international transit from endemic to non-endemic regions should: a) be treated before shipment in a quarantine unit on two consecutive days with therapeutic doses of PZQ; b) have valid certificates of the cestode-free status of the state/country of origin signed by the veterinary authorities; c) have an import license (specifying details of transport requirements) by the veterinary authorities in the state/country of destination; and d) be transported in separate sealed units so that removal of the animals breaks the seals. PZQ treatment is currently in use for the entry of dogs into the United Kingdom, Ireland, Malta and Finland in Europe, but this regulation is regularly questioned (Goodfellow et al., 2006; Torgerson and Craig, 2009).

1.4.3.3 Interventions on the intermediate hosts

Besides vaccination of sheep and cattle (see above: D2), interventions on the intermediate hosts of *E. granulosus* sl consist in avoiding ingestion of their viscer a by carnivore definitive hosts after slaughtering. This is achieved by meat inspection, effective disposal of offal at abattoirs, prevention of clandestine leakage of offal and permanent surveillance of livestock at slaughtering (Gemmell et al., 2001a). When organized and controlled slaughtering is not possible, e.g. in transhumant populations, health education is essential and should provide practical and cheap solutions to shepherds and their families to prevent offal consumptions by the family dog or by stray dogs. Educational and meat hygiene components may not modify transmission, but will contribute generally towards improving standards of living and an understanding of the health problem; it may also facilitate the implementation of other control measures by enhancing the community participation in the attack phase of a control campaign (Gemmell et al., 2001a). Burning and/or burying sheep or cattle livers and lungs found with cysts at slaughtering are usually recommended (Parodi et al., 2001). Boiling livers and lungs which contain CE cysts for 30 minutes appears to be a simple, efficient and energy- and time-saving way to kill the infectious protoscolices and to prevent dog infection (Li et al., 2014). The control of small mammal intermediate hosts in order to limit *E. multilocularis* transmission has never been attempted except where they are agricultural pests and for that reason (Delattre and Giraudoux, 2005). Poisoning campaigns (using anticoagulant drugs, such as bromadiolone) raise unacceptable environmental and conservation issues, especially if applied on such a large scale they are effective by both decreasing small mammal populations and leading to secondary poisoning of foxes (or dogs) that prey on intoxicated small mammals (Coeurdassier et al., 2014; Jacquot et al., 2013; Raoul et al., 2003). Modifications of the landscape through various modalities of land use have been shown to enhance or conversely to limit the occurrence of high densities of those small mammals which are intermediate hosts for *E. multilocularis* (Delattre et al., 1992; Giraudoux, 1991; Graham et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004). However, no specific intervention on the landscape has ever been launched only to prevent AE.
1.4.4 Hygiene measures

Treatment of human cases is only relevant at the individual level. As infected humans do not take part in the transmission of the disease, this treatment has no impact on the infection of animal hosts and/or of the environment. As regard to the single (human) individual, prevention of CE and AE (i.e. avoiding the ingestion of infective eggs shed by the carnivores) relies only on general hygienic measures, such as washing hands before eating, avoiding contact between mouth and non-washed hands, thorough washing of raw vegetables, avoiding direct contact with possibly infected carnivores (dogs and foxes), and use of a safe water source (see below). As eggs of all species of Echinococcus spp. are sensitive to heating, boiling water and cooking vegetables, fruit and other plants possibly infected by carnivore egg-containing feces are the only measures to completely inactivate infectious eggs and prevent the diseases. Freezing (at temperatures reached by family freezers) does kill the eggs and thus does not protect humans against CE or AE (Eckert et al., 2001b).

2.0 Environmental Occurrence and Persistence

2.1 Detection Methods

2.1.1 Detection of Echinococcus spp. eggs

Handling of material containing viable eggs of Echinococcus spp. represents an infection risk for humans. Therefore, special safety precautions have to be observed (Eckert et al., 2001b). Eggs can be detected in fecal samples using routine flotation techniques. Echinococcus spp. eggs are ovoid, 30 µm-40 µm diameter, and consist of a hexacanth embryo, the oncosphere, i.e. the first larval stage, surrounded by several envelopes, the most noticeable one being the highly resistant oncosphere membrane and a keratinized embryophore, which gives the egg a dark striated appearance (see Figure 4). The outer capsule quickly disappears once the eggs are liberated from the host. The eggs of Echinococcus spp. are morphologically indistinguishable to those of other tapeworms of the genus Taenia (Thompson and McManus, 2001). However, proglottids of E. granulosus spontaneously discharged by dogs and detected mostly on the surface of fresh fecal samples may allow a correct morphological diagnosis, if they are in good condition (Eckert et al., 2001a; Thompson and McManus, 2001). This is a rather rare situation, and proglottid identification is not applicable to the study of environmental (including water) samples. However, flotation/sieving may be the first step of identification, especially using molecular methods, and it can be modified by using larger sieves (Conraths and Deplazes, 2015; Mathis et al., 1996).

2.1.2 Detection of Echinococcus spp. antigens

Several groups have described ELISAs for the detection of coproantigens released by cestodes, including Taenia species of dogs and humans, E. granulosus of dogs and E. multilocularis of foxes, dogs and cats (Allan and Craig, 2006; Eckert et al., 2001a). Coproantigens highly specific for the genus Echinococcus could be detected by antibody capture ELISA in dogs experimentally infected with E. granulosus or E. multilocularis by 5-10 days post infection, i.e. in the pre-patent period. Such detection thus does not depend on presence of eggs, and may hardly be used as a marker of environmental infection which actually depends on the presence of viable/infective eggs. Some of these techniques have been evaluated on fecal samples collected either in the rectum of dogs or in the area of dog/fox defecation and, for the latter, studied for their reliability, depending on the time elapsed between defecation and collection of samples. Most of the techniques had very good sensitivity and specificity when used on rectal samples, especially when the worm load was high; however, the techniques have often been used without adequate quality control and proper definition of their performance characteristics, while both sensitivity and specificity turned to moderate or low when they were used for the field work on feces collected in the environment and/or from dogs with a rather low parasite load (Eckert, 2003; Hartnack et al., 2013). In addition, in those areas where both E. granulosus and E. multilocularis co-exist (such as Turkey or western China), copro-antigen detection only provides information at the genus level. In addition to home-made tests available in specialized labs working on Echinococcus spp. infections, at least two ELISA kits have been commercially available (Echinococcus-ELISA from Genzyme-Virotech GmbH, Rüsselsheim, Germany; Chekit® Echinotest from Dr Bommeli AG, Liebefeld-Bern, Switzerland) in Europe, and several ones are produced in China (e.g. Haitai, Tiankang and Combined Kits), with various degrees of sensitivity/specificity; comparisons may be found in (Hartnack et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014). Although coproantigen tests can be used for identifying infected dogs during control programs, their use on fecal samples with varying degrees of desiccation in the environment may only give an approximate of the infection pressure in a given area. Use of coproantigens to detect the presence of Echinococcus spp. eggs in environmental samples is even more problematic.

2.1.3 Detection of Echinococcus spp. DNA

Choice of appropriate sequences to identify DNA of the various species of Echinococcus currently provides the best, albeit more expensive, approach to the detection of parasitic materials in the environment. Several techniques have been proposed after the first Echinococcus spp. identifications in definitive host feces using molecular biology (Bretagne et al., 1993; McManus and Rishi, 1989) and their reliability benefited from the use of nested PCR (Dinkel et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 2012; Karamon, 2014; Mobedi et al., 2013). As for copro-antigens, and because of the interference with proteases in fecal materials, some of the initially developed techniques on total fecal samples (without egg isolation) often proved to be unreliable when used in field work, on low quality samples or after freeze-thawing (a precaution recommended to avoid human infection in research labs when working on Echinococcus spp. samples) (Klein et al., 2014). Primary isolation of eggs,
followed by parasite DNA identification and characterization was first initiated by the Zurich team (Mathis et al., 1996) it is an approach which both increases the sensitivity and specificity, and takes only the infective agents (the eggs) into account (Chaâbane-Banaoues et al., 2016; Széll et al., 2014). Comparison of two extraction protocols, one based on sieving of fecal material and one using targeted DNA sampling and of four methods of molecular detection of *E. multilocularis* in infected fox feces (one conventional PCR and three real-time PCR methods) has recently been reported (Gönes et al., 2014): the use of real-time PCR combined with targeted DNA extraction improves the sensitivity of *E. multilocularis* detection in fecal samples containing low numbers of *E. multilocularis* eggs; results also indicate the importance of replicates of the PCR-reactions when pathogen levels are low. Quantification of the parasite load in fecal samples collected in the environment is also made possible thanks to real-time PCR (Knapp et al., 2014). Techniques which combine the identification of several *Echinococcus* species and of the animal species of the collected feces (multiplex PCR)(Boubaker et al., 2013; Dinkel et al., 2011; Knapp et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015; Trachsel et al., 2007) may provide more accurate data for epidemiological studies, especially in areas where several *Echinococcus* species and several definitive hosts co-exist and in the context of control. However, even though molecular techniques appear currently to be the most appropriate to study *Echinococcus* infection in the environment and their automation has been developed and evaluated (Isaksson et al., 2014), there are very few studies on the eggs in the environment and only one on-going study (unpublished yet) on wastewater (Conraths and Deplazes, 2015; Lass et al., 2015; Szóstakowska et al., 2014).

### 2.2 Data on Occurrence in the Environment

#### 2.2.1 Excreta in environment

There have been limited studies on the presence of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs in environment (except for carnivore feces collected in the environment). More specifically, except one study in water samples from open waterholes in Turkana, Kenya, in 1988 (Craig et al., 1988), there are no published data on the presence of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs in sewage, sludge, surface waters, ground water, drinking water, or soil irrigation water; studies in fish, shellfish (and/or sea water) would not be relevant, since such species are not infected by *Echinococcus* spp. The limitation has long been the impossibility to distinguish between taeniid eggs, and it was long considered that this type of study was just not possible. Even a tedious work of egg numbering under the microscope would have provided scientifically non-relevant results, because of the presence of eggs from species non-infective to humans such as *Taenia pisiformis* or *Taenia hydatigena* or from species responsible for very different diseases such as *Taenia saginata* or *Taenia solium*. Until recently, most of the evidence for a role of water in CE and/or AE transmission has been indirect, and has come from correlations observed in cross-sectional epidemiological studies. Introduction of the detection of copro-antigens, in the 1990s, then of the detection of parasite DNA using various types of PCR has made such studies possible, but they are still very limited in number and in the type of milieu. In Jakutia, in the Soviet era, the incidence of ‘hydatid disease’ (both cystic and alveolar) was three times greater in populations supplied with water from certain lakes as compared with those using water from rivers (Martynenko et al., 1986; Martynenko et al., 1983). High prevalence levels of echinococcosis in Russian Arctic, Siberia and the Far East, for the period 2000-2011, compared with national levels in Russia was recently attributed, albeit without evidence, to poor quality of centralized water supplies and sewage systems, and biological contamination of drinking water (Dudarev et al., 2013). Hospital records from Kyrgyzstan clearly show a lower risk of CE for people who are more likely to use well water as their water supply, rather than stream water (Torgerson et al., 2003). In Ningxia, China, higher AE prevalence among people without access to tap or well water was observed by univariate but not multivariate statistics (Pleydell et al., 2008). Other studies in Ningxia claim the possible role of water but based on epidemiological studies they failed to detect a statistically significant effect from various water sources, except for using well water that significantly decreases the risk when analyzed using multivariate analysis (Yang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006b). However, in Hokkaido, the use of well water was a significant risk factor and the use of tap water significantly decreased the risk of an individual having AE (Yamamoto et al., 2001). The obvious differences between the results of these studies in different endemic countries of Asia may be explained by the relative level of development in rural China and Japan at the beginning of the 21st century, tap water being safer than well water, itself safer than stream or ponds/lakes. This also means that, although the role of water as carrier of infective parasite eggs makes sense, one cannot exclude that this factor may be the proxy of another causal variable such as general hygienic conditions as well.

Only few studies have addressed environmental contamination with *Echinococcus* eggs beyond carnivore fecal samples. A pioneer approach, which was not further exploited in other studies, was based on *Echinococcus 4E5* monoclonal antibodies for the detection of *E. granulosus* eggs in environmental contamination sites in settlements in Turkana (Kenya) (Craig et al., 1986). Samples from inside Turkana huts (akai) and from water samples from open waterholes used by the people and their livestock, reacted positively with the *Echinococcus 4E5* monoclonal antibody (Craig et al., 1988). Molecular techniques have been used in more recent studies: Shaikenov et al. investigated 120 soil samples using a modified flotation method followed by PCR identification of *E. granulosus* eggs and identified 4 *E. granulosus*-positive samples among the 21 samples which contained taeniid eggs (Shaikenov et al., 2004); Szóstakowska et al. analyzed soil samples for the presence of *E. multilocularis* using first sedimentation/flotation and then DNA isolation by repeated freezing-thawing followed by a semi-nested PCRs; the results were indicative for *E. multilocularis* in 7/62 soil samples; 3 were confirmed by sequencing (Szóstakowska et al., 2014). The same team looked for the presence of *E. multilocularis* DNA in fruits,
vegetables, and mushrooms intended for consumption in Poland (Lass et al., 2015). Samples contained at least 100 eggs of the tapeworm; nested PCR assay based on the mitochondrial 12S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene detected parasite DNA in 23.3% of the samples; sequencing confirmed the presence of *E. multilocularis*. The results seem to clearly demonstrate that fruit and vegetables collected in forests, plantations, and kitchen gardens may be a direct source of human infections; however, such results should be reproduced in other endemic areas to become really convincing; in addition, these data provide no clue about the origin of egg presence on the foods, either direct contact with infected fox/dog feces, or secondary infection through irrigation water or spreading of sludge from water treatment plants. Using an adapted sieving system combined with DNA identification it was possible to isolate and identify taeniid eggs (*E. granulosus* s.l., *T. saginata*, *T. taeniaeformis*, *T. hydatigena* and *T. ovis*) from the washing water of fruit and vegetables aimed at feeding primates in the zoo of Basel and produced in north-eastern Switzerland and in different European countries (Federer et al., 2016). Although DNA of *E. multilocularis* was not found specifically in this study, the detection of other fox taeniids strongly suggested that AE in primates of this zoo might be due to vegetables and fruit fed to these primates. In their recent review, Conraths and Deplazes (Conraths and Deplazes, 2015) reported that they were able to detect *E. multilocularis*, *T. saginata* and Diphyllobothrium latum eggs from large volumes of purified wastewater of a water purification station before the last step of filtration. This is a major step towards further studies which could address the persistence and survival of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs during the various stages of sanitation and wastewater treatment. To our knowledge, there are no data from Chinese research teams or public health/veterinary control institutions regarding the presence of *Echinococcus* spp. in water or any sources related to water treatment (sewage, biosolids /sludge from water treatment plants...), in international scientific publications but also in scientific publications in Chinese, or in grey literature produced by governmental or non-governmental institutions.

### 2.3 Survival (Persistence) in the Environment

#### 2.3.1 Methods for assessing survival

Survival of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs in environment may only be assessed by infection of susceptible experimental rodents, voles, gerbils, or susceptible laboratory mice, using eggs maintained in controlled environmental conditions, either in the laboratory or in nature, under measured climatic conditions (Eckert et al., 2001a; Eckert et al., 2001b; Thompson and McManus, 2001). However, results obtained with this method obviously depend on the number and susceptibility of the rodent used for the experiments. A sensitive in vivo method using sodium hypochlorite resistant oncospheres for subcutaneous inoculation of mice was recently developed to determine the viability of *E. multilocularis* eggs and to establish suitable conditions (optimal temperature, exposure time and humidity) for their inactivation (Federer et al., 2015).

#### 2.3.2 Data on persistence of the eggs

Under natural climatic conditions of southern Germany, the maximal survival time of *E. multilocularis* eggs was 8 months in an experiment performed in autumn and winter, and almost 3 months in summer; however, relative resistance of the eggs to the high temperatures of summer could be due to the environmental conditions (e.g. shadow, or exposure to the North which may protect the eggs from heating and desiccation); and the viability test was performed on a rather low number of common voles (*Microtus arvalis*) (Veit et al., 1995).

Under lab conditions, at 45° C and 85-95% relative humidity the infectivity was lost after 3 hours as well as after 4 hours exposure to 43° C suspended in water. Exposure to at 43° C with 15% relative humidity resulted in a total loss of infectivity within 2 hours.

At 25° C exposure to 27% relative humidity resulted in a total loss of infectivity within 48 hours.

Temperatures of 4° C and of -18° C were well tolerated (478 days and 240 days survival, respectively), whereas exposure to -83° C and to -196° C quickly killed off the eggs (within 48 hours and 20 hours respectively) (Veit et al., 1995). In lab experiments using the methodology recently described by (Federer et al., 2015), eggs exposed to increasing temperatures were more resistant to heat if suspended in water as compared to eggs exposed on a filter paper at 70% relative humidity; eggs suspended in water were infectious after heat exposure at 65 °C for up to 120 min; however, no echinococcosis developed after treatment of the eggs at 65 °C for 180 min or at 70, 75 and 80 °C for 7.5, 15 or 30 min (Federer et al., 2015).

### 3.0 Reducing Environmental Contamination By Sanitation Measures

There are no systematic studies regarding reduction of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs by sanitation technologies. However, the eggs are found in soil and animal excreta thus several experiments on the resistance/susceptibility of *Echinococcus* spp. eggs to various physical and chemical treatments may provide some indication on the efficacy of the different procedures used for water sanitation. As described above, loss of infectivity by the eggs of *E. multilocularis* was positively related to dryness and higher temperature (Federer et al., 2015; Veit et al., 1995). Currently, in specialized labs working on *Echinococcus* spp. eggs, the usual methods of inactivation without destruction of the samples under study (e.g. carnivore intestines) is freezing at -70/-80° C during at least one week; freezing at -18-20°C (family freezers) is not sufficient to inactivate *Echinococcus* spp. eggs. Conversely, boiling in water is totally efficient to inactivate *Echinococcus* spp. eggs (Eckert et al., 2001b). It has been recommended that infective material should be examined over sinks, in which an immersion heater can be placed to enable material to be boiled in water before it is passed into a sewerage system (Gemmell, 1968). In situations where the intestines of definitive hosts have to be examined, to prevent...
contamination of wastewater, this should be done on metal trays or on disposable plastic foils. Following examination, the tray and all instruments should be sterilized, ideally by steam sterilization in an autoclave. Plastic sheets, carcasses or organ material can be autoclaved or incinerated (Eckert et al., 2001b). After purgation of dogs with arecoline and/or after PZQ treatment or maintenance of infected carnivores in confined areas, such as kennels, large numbers of infective Echinococcus eggs may contaminate the environment. Therefore, purgation or treatment should – whenever possible – be carried out in rooms or confined sites with a concrete floor, which can easily be cleaned and disinfected. Alternatively, sites of purgation/treatment may be covered with a plastic sheet, which can be incinerated. If soil has been contaminated with Echinococcus eggs, the surface layer (approximately 1 cm-2 cm) should be removed, and the ground thoroughly burned with a flamethrower. It should be considered that, although high temperatures are generated by these devices, decontamination may not be complete because of rapid decrease of temperature after contact of the flame with soil, especially moist soil (Gemmell, 1968).

3.1 Excreta and wastewater treatment

There are no specific studies regarding Echinococcus spp removal by a whole array of wastewater treatment; however, it may be reminded that Echinococcus eggs are not released by humans feces but only by the feces of carnivore hosts.

3.1.1 Composting

Based on experiments with Ascaris eggs, it can be assumed that the eggs of Taenia and Echinococcus are killed in compost after exposure for at least 30 min to temperatures of +65°C or higher, generated by heating or fermentation processes (Eckert, 2000).

3.1.2 Sewage treatment

Most sewage treatment processes (for example sedimentation) do not totally eliminate taeniid eggs (Eckert, 2000). It may be reminded that the diameter of Echinococcus spp. eggs ranges between 25 and 30 µm, and will thus be retained by filters/sieves under 20µm.

3.1.3 Biosolids and sludge treatment

Based on experiments with Ascaris eggs, it can be assumed that the eggs of Taenia spp. and Echinococcus spp. are killed in sewage sludge if temperatures reach the higher level (see the persistence section (Eckert et al., 2001b). However there are no specific studies to provide evidence for Echinococcus spp. egg killing in sewage sludge.

3.2 Disinfection

There are no specific studies regarding Echinococcus spp. eggs.

3.2.1 Chemical disinfection (chlorine, alcohol and phenols)

Only sodium hypochlorite solution (NaOCl) at a minimum concentration of 3.75% in water disrupts the embryophores of Echinococcus eggs and damages the majority of the oncospheres within a few minutes (Craig and MacPherson, 1988). However, the effect of this disinfectant is variable and depends on the actual chlorine concentration, on temperature and the depth of penetration; it does not penetrate easily into organic materials. This may have been the reason why exposure of E. multilocularis eggs to a household disinfectant containing NaOCl with ‘under 5% free chlorine’ did not kill all eggs after 5 min (Veit et al., 1995). This is also strongly suggested by the results of the sodium hypochlorite resistance test developed by Federer et al. (Federer et al., 2015).

Eggs of E. granulosus retained viability in ethanol (50%, 70%, 95%) after 5 min to 60 min exposure (Laws, 1967; Meymarian and Schwabe, 1962; Parnell, 1965), but only a few survived in glutaraldehyde (5% and 10%) (Pérez-Esandi et al., 1974). Studies performed in the 1950s-1960s showed that 4%-10% formalin (used as fixatives) were not ovicidal (Hercus et al., 1962), which is confirmed by the observation that eggs of T. pisiformis (very similar in terms of structure) survived for 3 weeks in 10% formalin (Eckert et al., 2001b).

Most of the commercial disinfectants with activity against viruses and bacteria are ineffective against Echinococcus eggs. The efficacy of 10 commercial disinfectants, containing phenol derivatives, aldehydes, ethanol phosphoric acid and other substances, was tested against E. multilocularis eggs. None of these disinfectants used in the recommended concentrations and application times, killed the eggs, as well as exposure for 24 h to low concentrations of ethanol, as shown in vitro and by peroral inoculation to common voles (Veit et al., 1995).

3.2.2 Ultraviolet

The inhibitory effect of UV lamps at different exposure durations on E. multilocularis eggs was determined by the reduction in the larval cyst establishment and by the delay of larval development (Lagapa et al., 2001). The UVC lamp (narrow peak at 254 nm) was found to be the most effective lamp at an exposure duration of more than 2,430 s (2,430 mJ/cm2), attaining 100% reduction. Also, shorter exposure durations produced a significant effect on the development of irradiated eggs in a greater percentage of small cysts (> 1 mm) among the metacestodes. Irradiation delayed the development of some cysts, as observed in histopathological sections. UVA and UVB lamps were not able to attain 100% reduction. It is concluded that the UVC lamp can be used as a tool in sterilizing taeniid eggs and is thus a promising method to control echinococcosis, although it may require a higher intensity of exposure.

3.2.3 Irradiation

For inactivation of taeniid eggs irradiation doses higher
than 40 krad are apparently required: after infection of laboratory rodents with eggs of Taenia taeniaeformis irradiated at 60 krad metacestodes did not develop (Dow et al., 1962). The infectivity of *E. granulosus* eggs after irradiation with doses of 10, 20 and 30 krad (= 100, 200 and 300 Gray) was diminished, but not lost (Williams and Colli, 1972). *Echinococcus multilocularis* eggs irradiated with a dose of 40 krad triggered specific antibody production but metacestodes did not develop (Veit et al., 1995).
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